
Artist in Residence Science (AIRS)  

                                   “…We believe that     

                            collaborations between the  

                       arts and sciences have the  

                 potential to create new knowledge, 

           ideas and processes, because artists  

       and scientists approach creativity,  

    exploration and research in different ways  

   and from different perspectives. Bringing  

 them together can lead to new experiences  

and interpretations of the world, now and  

into the future”  

Vicki Sowry, Director, Australian  

Network for Art & Technology** 

Curiosity        Scientists collaborating with artists are more 

likely to take risks, bring innovative approaches to their fields, 

and incorporate alternative ways of thinking and perceiving  

in their work* 

 

* Glinkowski P, Bamford A. Insight and Exchange: An 

evaluation of the Wellcome Trust’s Sciart programme. 

London: Wellcome Trust; 2009. 

www.wellcome.ac.uk/sciartevaluation [accessed 04/10/13].  

** Kennedy, C. & Rosengren, M. (eds) 2014; SPECTRA: 

images and data in art/science. Proceedings from the 

symposium SPECTRA 2014, Australian Network for Art and 

Technology (ANAT), Adelaide. 

The artists of  Curiosity are 

Alicia Lane, Ben Beeton,  

Jane James,  

Jennifer Wright,  

Louise Saunders,  

Mali Moir,  

Knut Mueller and  

William M Boot. 
 

AIRS is a Queensland Government program  

managed by DSITI’s Science Division  

in consultation with Arts Queensland.  



Andy Grodecki Curiosity 

Artist in Residence Science (AIRS)  

       AIRS is six-month residency involving a  

collective of eight artists interacting and collaborating with  

staff from DSITI’s Science Division.   

        “…We live in an era of  

                              increasingly complex 

                       problems, challenged daily by 

                 issues that can only benefit from 

            multifaceted and multidisciplinary  

      approaches. By encouraging breaches  

   between the silos of the arts and sciences,  

we hope to encourage other disciplines to see 

 the benefits of collaborating across and  

between knowledge systems in order to find  

new solutions and new ways of doing things. ”  

Vicki Sowry, Director, Australian  

Network for Art & Technology ** 

The AIRS program aims to promote  

the role and value of arts and  

science as key drivers of  

discovery and growth  

across Queensland  

by nurturing our  

collective and creative  

intelligence as we work  

to understand the  

environmental challenges  

facing Queensland. 

AIRS is a Queensland Government program  

managed by DSITI’s Science Division  

in consultation with Arts Queensland.  



Artist in Residence Science (AIRS)  

Andy Grodecki 

               “The journey back and  

forth between disciplines   

is paramount  – it opens eyes  

and ears, hearts and minds to the  

possible and to new ways of  

approaching  those things that,  

for now, remain impossible.” 

Vicki Sowry, Director, Australian  

Network for Art & Technology ** 

 

Science Capability, Engagement & Collaboration, Science Development, 

Science Division.    

Email: andrew.grodecki@dsitia.qld.gov.au   Phone: 07 3170 5759 

www.qld.gov.au/dsitia/initiatives/artist-residence-science-program 

Curiosity 

“I have been more and more impressed  

with the similarities between science  

and art as human endeavours.   

Both are primarily creative  

processes that strive to  

understand the world using  

the tools at hand.   

Inspiration and vision are  

as critical to the scientific  

process, as they are to  

making art.”    
                                 pers comm 2014, Dr. Eric Sandor Nagy,  

            Associate Director, Mountain Lake Biological Station,  

                         Department of Biology, University of Virginia 

    

       At the end of the AIRS residency any artworks  

and collaborative projects will be showcased in an exhibition at the  

Ecosciences Precinct in August 2015  

 

AIRS is a Queensland Government program  

managed by DSITI’s Science Division  

in consultation with Arts Queensland.  


